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                           The Pacific Grove Residents Association                    
Mayoral and City Council Candidates 

Endorsement Questionnaire 

 

This questionnaire is voluntary.  However, to be considered for endorsement by the Pacific 

Grove Residents Association responses must be received via email (pgra93950@gmail.com)  

no later than 5:00 p.m., Monday, September 19, 2016.  Feel free to provide your answers on 

separate sheets of paper.  All questionnaires submitted will be made available for public 

viewing through the Cedar Street Times web site, facebook page and the Pacific Grove 

Residents Association facebook page.   

 

 

1.  How long has your primary residence been in Pacific Grove?        

 

2.  Did you grow up or raise your family in Pacific Grove?  If so, please describe your residential 

history here, and note applicable years.          

             

              

 

3.  What personal experience (other than in an official capacity in connection with a city 

elective or appointed office) have you and your immediate family had with local schools, 

recreation programs, community activities, etc., and, with respect to each, to what extent and 

for what duration?             

             

              

 

4.  Young people who grew up in Pacific Grove are increasingly unable to buy or even rent here.  

Long-term renters are increasingly priced out, and/or displaced by vacation rentals.  How 

significant do you consider the affordable housing shortage facing Pacific Grove? 

 

Critical _____  Significant _____   Minor _____   Comment:       

             

              

 

5.  What programs are currently in place in the city to address the diminished affordable housing 

stock?  Do you support/oppose?  Comment:         

             

              

 

 

 

30 years (total combined)

Yes. I grew up here. I attended the Pre-school on Pine Street,  
PG Middle School and PG High School. The last 4 years I have been fortunate enough to return to Pacific Grove 

I attended pre-school on Pine Street, Pacific Grove Middle School and Pacific Grove High School.  

There are none that I am aware of. If anything by continuing to allow 
short-term rentals and not enforcing the illegal ones, the City is adding to the already compromised housing inventory. 

I attended Parent's Place for several years and my family is active with the PG Boy Scouts Troop 90. We attend mulitple
family and community events such as: Feast of Lanterns, Parade of Lights, First Friday, Butterfly Parade, etc. 

The renters and working families who go to great 
efforts to sustain in Pacific Grove need a strong voice on City Council. This demographic has been greatly neglected
and it is time for us to be heard and represented. 

to raise my family with 2 children. My mom and other members of my family are life-long residents of Pacific Grove. 

My family and I have participated in Pacific Grove activites for decades. 

If there is a program (s), please let me know as I would appreciate the information so I can provide to the many families

I know who are seeking long term housing in Pacific Grove. 
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6.  List and/or describe any new proposals you would support to provide affordable housing.  

Comment:              

             

              

 

7.  Do you think the fire department should return to Pacific Grove?  Why or why not.  Comment:  

             

             

             

              

 

8.  What advantages or disadvantages do you think there are to contracting fire services?   

Comment:             

             

              

 

9.  The City Attor ey’s positio  at o e ti e as a full-time position.  It is now a contracted 

position (until 2017).  Do you think this position should revert back to a full time city employed 

position?  Why or why not.  Comment:          

             

              

 

10.  Members of the public have reportedly been criticized by paid city staff and even certain 

ou il e ers as oro s , ay-sayers , gad-flies , paro hial , pig people , just jealous 
of “TR o ers , et ., a d ha e ee  at ti es reportedly ee  ut-off, interrupted, and corrected 

during public comment at council meetings.  What will you do if elected with respect to any such 

behavior by elected officials or paid staff, which you may witness or hear about?  Comment:   

             

             

              

 

11.   Given that 54.3% (2010 census) of Pacific Grove residents are renters, how significant do you 

consider their input and participation in community affairs, and how will you go about addressing 

their concerns and getting them more involved in civic matters?  Comment:     

             

             

              

 

.  “hould all ity eeti gs e re orded a d pla ed o  the ity’s e site for a essi ility a d 
transparency?  Yes        No       Comment:        

              

 

  

 

Until there is a comparison of the current cost of contracting the services, versus the current cost of returning the 
 services to Pacific Grove, it is hard for me to answer. Do I think the Fire Department should return, yes. Do the numbers

support my personal opinion, I do not have that data at this time. I think contracting with Cal Fire should be looked into. Cal Fire 

It would depend on what the salary of the full time City Attorney would be.
Based on the numbers, if it was cost effective to have a full time City Attorney, sure. 

First, I would not participate in ANY behavior like this. I would make sure any conduct is recorded in writing 
and brought to the attention of Human Resources. I would make sure the citizens who are experiencing this type
 of behavior are apologized too (even if I make the apology) and their mistreating is acknowledged. 

Their input  
and participation is very important to Pacific Grove. I think many renters feel put off and not represented by Council. 

Including myself. I would continue to be transparent and available via phone/e-mail. I would also like to see workshops 
that would encourage families, low income residents and fixed income residents to participate in and start dialogue on issues 

that are important to them. I would also like to see meetings, presentations, etc. at hours that accommodate working schedules. 
A lot of the City meetings take place during the week and during working hours. Days and times need to be more accommodating.

I would like to see a fee increase in the short-term rental licenses to be designated to a rental
assistance grant for down payment assistance and/or pet deposits. Even though this is not resolving the affordable

housing issue, it would be something our residents could utilize. Since we have a 5 year "cease and desist" with
regards to new water service, adding affordable housing to the Monterey Peninsula is not feasible at this time. I would like to
see a Tiny House community in Monterey County and think this is a viable option to explore. 

has been a great alternative for other municipalities who have been in similar situations regarding CalPERS and cutting expenses. 

The current situation with Monterey is at a disadvantage as the contract is costing too much money. 
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 13.  Do you agree or disagree with the following statement about short-term rentals issued by 

the California 6
th

 District Court of Appeal in the case of Ewing v. City of Carmel-by-the-Sea:  …. 
such rentals undoubtedly affect the essential character of a neighborhood and the stability of a 

community.  Short-term tenants have little interest in public agencies or in the welfare of the 

citizenry.  They do not participate in local government, coach little league, or join the hospital 

guild.  They do not lead a scout troop, volunteer at the library, or keep an eye on an elderly 

neighbor.  Literally, they are here today and gone tomorrow – without engaging in the sort of 

acti ities that eld a d stre gthe  a co u ity.   Ewing v. City of Carmel-by-the-Sea, 234 

Cal.App. 3d 1579 – Cal: Court of Appeal, 6
th

 Appellate Dist. 1991 

 Agree  ________ Disagree ________   Comment:         

             

              

               

 

14.  Do you agree or disagree that residents who purchased their homes in residential zones have 

a right to rely on such zoning, and not have to live next door to short-term rentals which are mini-

motels with no on-site management and frequent revolving-door occupancy by unknown 

transient vacationers? 

Agree:  ________     Disagree:  _________   Comment:        

             

              

 

15.  Do you agree or disagree that the ity’s short-term rental programs contribute to the 

shortage and increased prices of long-term rentals?  Agree:  ________  Disagree:     

Comment:              

 __            

              

 

16.  Do you agree that, under the current code, the burden of ensuring compliance with 

regulations of short-term rentals, including limitations on the numbers of short term occupants 

and days per year of transient occupancy is effectively placed upon adjacent neighbors to 

somehow keep track of these numbers?  If so, do you believe this is appropriate?  If not, please 

explain how these limitations are to be effectively enforced by the city.  Agree:  _____________   

Disagree:  ________ Comment:           

               

              

 

17.  What role do you expect the Code Enforcement employee to play for short-term rentals? 

Comment:              

             

              

 

 

 

Neighborhoods are for neighbors.

Residents who live near short-term rentals should not be expected to be 
property managers for the many absent owners. I do appreciate the tool that the City has on their website for reporting

complaints, but we need 100% enforcement. STR owners should be held accountable and provide the City with the appropriate
data and back up via: rental calendars, credit card statements, AirBNB statements, etc. The current policy is archaic and inept.

Currently there is 1 employee who dedicates 1/8 of their time to STR enforcement. To have a 40 hour

a week position dedicated to enforcement will be a vast improvement. With that said, the position will need support of an 
          accounting person to reconcile the TOT that is being reported and work with the Police regarding STR complaints. 

    I would also want to to see this person engage the community via meetings and other outreach to address concerns. 
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18.  If you support short-term rentals in residential neighborhoods, what are your reasons for 

supporting them?  Comment:           

             

              

 

9. “i e raisi g re e ue as the pri ary justifi atio  for allo i g “TR’s i  reside tial 
neighborhoods, if the admissions tax passes and raises revenue approaching or exceeding the 

TOT fro  “TR’s, ould you ote to phase out “TR’s i  reside tial neighborhoods? 

Yes:  ____      No:  ______  Comment:         

             

              

 

20.  Regardless of whether or not the admissions tax passes, what other ideas do you have for 

generating revenue and cutting expenses?  Comment:        

             

             

              

 

21.  Do you agree or disagree that cutting expenses is as important as raising revenue in 

managing city finances?  Agree: ______  Disagree: ______  Comment:      

             

              

 

22.  What expenditures by the city would you have opposed?  Comment:     

             

              

 

23.  What expenditures by the city do you consider essential?  Comment:     

             

              

 

4.  Do you ha e a  esti ate as to hat Pa ifi  Gro e’s CALPER“ de t is a d at hat percentage 

rate it grows per year?  Comment:           

             

              

 

25.  What is your plan for dealing with the CALPERS debt issue?  Would you consider looking into 

the option of filing for bankruptcy protection?  Comment:        

             

              

 

 

 

 

I would be open to a limited number of 100% owner-occupied short-term rentals. 
I also support what short-term rentals were intended to be for: a teacher who wants to travel in the summer 

and rent out their home, special event rentals for a few weeks out of the year, etc. I do not support the way the program

It depends on the expense.
Any expenditures need to come with a warranted need. I do not like to see recreation programs or community events cut
as those are beneficial for Pacific Grove. How much more can the City cut? Pacific Grove needs revenues.

Revenues: Charging market value to host auto events,
look at our fee scheduale and compare if the City is charging current market prices, increasing the STR license fee, 
make sure all businesses are licensed, marketing our community rental facilities, making sure all events are purchasing permits, 
 place parking meters/terminals in some locations. Expenses: cutting back on consultants, studies, and memberships. 

Potentially $100 million dollars or more. $1.7 million is the expectation of 

increses over the next 6 years. Reference- Pensions Finances City of Pacific Grove, Author Bill Peake

I would make sure the budget is balanced so
the payments will continue to be made. I would have an open mind with regards to discussing bankruptcy protection. 

I would need to know how much of the CalPERS debt would be wiped away if filing for bankruptcy as well as research the 
long term impacts of other municipalities that filed for similar reasons. Where there are now, was it effective, and  
a good solution to the debt and future?

currently exists and firmly believe neighborhoods are for neighbors.  

I am 100% committed to phasing STRs out as revenues become 
available. I do not think the community should rely so much on the admission tax. As the measure has brought an awareness
to the dire need of revenues, I would hope people will be motivated and become innovative in their thinking with regards to 

other revenue generating solutions in addition to the admission tax.  

Public works, salaries, 

public safety, our library, capital improvements. 

Review these expenses and see what return the City is receiving on the expenditure. Making decisions that are frugal 
and support expenses that come with a warranted need. 

Any expense that is not 
warranted by nessacity and those that do not fall in line with our guiding documents: Municipal Code, City Charter 
and General Plan. 
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26.  What are your thoughts and solution(s) to Pacific Grove losing a lot of its urban forest and  

its charming small home character due to development?  Comment:      

             

             

              

 

27.  In April 2016, Pacific Grove voters approved the re-zoning of the American Tin Cannery.  

There is a proposed development known as Project Bella planned for the site.  What are the 

issues and obstacles you see for Project Bella?  Comment:       

             

             

              

 

28.  What are your thoughts and solution to the homeless population problem in Pacific Grove?  

Comment:              

             

             

               

 

9. Reside ts of Del Mo te Park ha e felt for the ost part like the step- hildre  of Pa ific 

Grove.  What are your plans, if any, to involve these residents more in city issues so they have a 

greater sense of being part of Pacific Grove?  Comment:        

             

             

              

 

 

***END*** 

I think it is very sad, a 
disservice to our community, and harming ourr environment. Decisions made by leadsership needs to follow the 

I am very compassionate and an advocate for our homeless community. Pacific Grove is a safe 
place to park and/or camp so I can understand why homeless people are drawn to our City. Also we have a lack 
of enforcement and the City is tolerant of overnight parking in various locations. Overall I think the City should provide a 
designated parking area (similar to what Monterey is doing) with an in/out time. For the people who do not wish to  

    participate in this program, enforcement needs to be done as our Municipal Code does not allow overnight parking. 

General Plan, City Charter, and Munipal Code. These documents were written to guide the future of Pacific Grove. 

Per the 5 year "cease and desist" order
there is no water available for new service. I would think water would be the main obstacle for the project as well as 

I would want to undersand why these residents 

feel that way. From there I would be able to figure out an action plan for me personally. In my role as Councilwoman, I will be 
very accessible via e-mail and phone to all residents. I would be willing and honored to being a strong voice for the residents of 
Del Monte Park and all residents of Pacific Grove who are currently not being represented: families, low income, fixed
income, our homeless, renters, hospitality workers and the many residents who need and deserve to be heard.  

community outreach to gain support from the residents.




